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grandmaster shriver in the "100 games you must know" series (a program & a playbook: 100 games you must know, second edition ) covers one hundred of the best games of all time. the series is a useful reference for teachers, students, and players of all skill level. larsen's book goes through the fifty most important endings of all time, including the very rare odd king
ending, and covers each with detailed graphics. it is one of the more expensive serious books on chess. larsen's book goes through the fifty most important endings of all time, including the very rare odd king ending, and covers each with detailed graphics. it is one of the more expensive serious books on chess. instead of, or along with the chess endgames series, the
chess tactics series and chess strategy series offer a clear and visual way to get a feel for the basic elements of chess strategy and tactics. shriver's book covers the endgame positions of kings and queens from the pawn up to checkmate. it goes into great detail on the methods of solving specific endgames. it covers what to do when you are checkmated and how to

defend yourself. it also goes into basic and advanced concepts of combinations and other methods of attack and defense for practical players of all skill levels. this first 6-volume set provides lessons on opening theory in over 140 lessons, some of which are closer to 10 minutes. the first volume comes with a cd that includes a video version of all the opening theory lessons.
the videos are only available on the 6-volume set.
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